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Q I use Centracs, but would like to know what is better? 

A Centracs is Econolite's Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS). It is not an 

optimization program like Synchro or the others; it is a database manager and 

monitoring and control system for intersections.  Centracs is one of the best ATMS out 

there now; City of Tampa, Pasco County, and Pinellas County are currently 

transitioning to Centracs. 

 

Q About the coordination concepts diagram - both Brooklyn and Charlotte streets have red time 

in the blue path. Why is it in the blue? Can the red be reduced to maximize the blue path 

efficiency? 

A Those are locations where we are assuming that there will be an "early return" to the 

main street - the split for the side street is longer than needed for the expected traffic. 

It could be that we're also including pedestrian crossing times in the pattern, but not 

expecting a lot of pedestrian usage. 

 

Q We had an issue where the clock started at midnight plus 30 seconds at one controller and at 

midnight at another making our coordination off by 30 seconds. 

A Some manufacturers have a default setting of 2:00 AM and others use midnight.  That 

can throw you off. 

 

Q InSync says it’s “adaptive”, in reality, it is a coordination plan on steroids and will not change 

cycle lengths automatically. 

A Noted. InSync can make some cycle adjustments within a predetermined range, 

dependent upon how it has been set up. Each of the adaptive systems has its own 

characteristics and operational strategies. With the advent of ATSPM type of data 

being available, look for some major advancements in this field over the next few 

years. 

 

Q Based on the bandwidth movie (slide 29) it looks like coordination favors westbound flow 

where eastbound flow appears to be more difficult to have such a continuous flow. Is this an 

accurate assessment or a common coordination choice to favor one direction of travel? 

A That is accurate. Just as traffic patterns vary - for example, inbound in the morning and 

outbound in the evening - progression can be set the same way. Often it is impossible 

to provide good progression in both directions while maintaining a reasonably short 

cycle length. Building in a planned stop in the non-peak direction can often help. 

 

Q Do you always design the progression speed at the speed limit? 

A You have the flexibility in determining your progression speed. In theory, it should be 

based on free-flow speeds during the conditions prevalent during the pattern.  

However, most agencies frown (strongly) on progression speeds greater than the 

posted speed limit. Speeds less than the posted speed limit are often used where 

there is a lot of side friction - driveways, turns, etc. - that slows traffic. Many times, the 

modeling is done using the posted speed limit but the in-field fine-tuning addresses 

speed variations. 


